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The Irish Cinderlad Disney Electronic Content
A hero's feats? Ever since he was a baby, Becan's only worry has been his big feet--until his
widowed father remarries. His new stepmothr and her three daughters feed him crusts of
bread and banish him to work in the fields. So Becan runs away. With the help of his only
friend, a magical bull, he defeats a giant, slays a dragon, and rescues a princess. But before
she can thank him, Becan disappears, leaving behind him one of his enormous boots. The
princess scours the kingdom for the owner of the giant boot. Will Becan's feet give him away?
And what will his fate be if they do? Folklorist Shirley Climo retells an age-old Irish tale that is
an unusual twist on the popular Cinderella story. Just like his female counterpart, Becan has a
mean stepmother and stepsisters. Unlike Cinderella, Becan has large feet and a magical bull
for a fairy godmother. He defeats a sword-swinging giant, slays a fire-breathing dragon, and
rescues a princess. But before the princess can thank him, he runs off, leaving her with only
an enormous boot to aid her in the search for her rescuer. And, as in all Cinderella stories,
true love prevails. Folklorist Shirley Climo retells an age-old Irish tale that is an unusual twist
on the popular Cinderella story. Just like his female counterpart, Becan has a mean
stepmother and stepsisters. Unlike Cinderella, Becan has large feet and a magical bull for a
fairy godmother. He defeats a sword-swinging giant, slays a fire-breathing dragon, and
rescues a princess. But before the princess can thank him, he runs off, leaving her with only
an enormous boot to aid her in the search for her rescuer. And, as in all Cinderella stories,
true love prevails.
Rough-Face Girl Puffin Books
The classical version of the most famous and beloved of all fairy tales is the one C.S. Evans
adapted and then expanded in order to give his brilliant illustrator, Arthur Rackham, maximum
opportunity to exercise his gifts. The product of their collaboration is one of the most wonderful
editions we have of this, or any other, fairy tale.
Cinderella Stories Around the World A&C Black
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson
Mandela is one of the great moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose
lifelong dedication to the fight against racial oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace
Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a
quarter-century of imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and
inspiring political drama in the world. As president of the African National Congress and head of
South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he was instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial
government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for human rights
and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating autobiography,
destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first
time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback,
renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.
Cinder Edna Harper Collins
«Cinderella» by Charles Perrault, Charles Welsh and illustrated by Michael Bychkov.
Cinderella Capstone
OF COURSE you think Cinderella was the sweetest belle of the
ball. You don't know the other side of the story. Well, let me
tell you...
Sleeping Beauty In the Hands of a Child

One day, this little princess will prick her finger on a
spindle and she will die! said the bad fairy. So they burnt all
the spinning wheels in the country. But nobody knew about the
old spinning wheel in the old tower. One day, the Princess
pricked her finger on a spindle, and fell to the floor. The
good fairy came and said some magic words. The Princess and
everyone in the castle slept for a hundred years. Who did the
Princess see when she opened her eyes?
Hey, That's MY Monster! Harper Collins
Hace mucho tiempo—a long time ago—there lived a beautiful young woman
named Adelita. So begins the age-old tale of a kindhearted young woman,
her jealous stepmother, two hateful stepsisters, and a young man in
search of a wife. The young man, Javier, falls madly in love with
beautiful Adelita, but she disappears from his fiesta at midnight,
leaving him with only one clue to her hidden identity: a beautiful
rebozo—shawl. With the rebozo in place of a glass slipper, this favorite
fairy tale takes a delightful twist. Tomie dePaola's exquisite paintings,
filled with the folk art of Mexico, make this a Cinderella story like no
other. Please note that the majority of this text is in English, with
Spanish vocabulary throughout.

The Korean Cinderella Little, Brown
"Illustrations featuring mix of styles in both clothing and
architecture set the story in an imaginary yet vaguely familiar
landscape, lit by a dreamlike haze. The smoothly told
story...contains the familiar details and a happy ending in which
Cinderella forgives her stepfamily." (The Horn Book Club) This
satisfying tale never grows old. Koopman's illustrations are jewel-
toned and Cinderella herself...is attractive as a person and
figure." (Yellow Brick Road)

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves Harper Collins
Head for the hills! The author and illustrator of The Teacher
from the Black Lagoon and The Bully Brothers series are on the
loose - running wild on some of the most classic children's
tales! In this zany send-up, Cinderella's feet are so big that
she's considered a safety hazzard and isn't invited to the
royal ball. Will Cinderella's Dairy Godmother be able to get
her invitation and glass sneakers in size 87?
Cinderella Read-Along Storybook and CD Disney Press
Experience the timeless classic, Cinderella, with this 8 x 8
storybook and read-along CD that features the voices of the
beloved characters from the film as well as dazzling sound
effects! The word-for-word narration will also help build
vocabulary and encourage independent reading. NOTE: Original
Read-Along CD ISBN from ToyBox Innovations edition:
0-7634-2171-5
Cinderella Bigfoot Harper Collins
For use in schools and libraries only. Told from the point of view of
Cendrillon's godmother, or nannin', this is a fresh take on a classic
story that is every bit as enchanting as the original. Includes a
glossary of Creole terms used in the story.

Cinderella: The Great Mouse Mistake Macmillan
This enhanced eBook features read-along narration. Winner: CLC
Seal of Approval 2017 Literary Classics Book Awards, Silver,
Preschool/Early Reader Fantasy Finalist: 2017 Literary
Classics Book Awards 2017 PNBA Long-List When Ethan looks
under the bed for his monster, he finds this note instead: "So

long, kid. Gotta go. Someone needs me more than you do. –Gabe"
How will Ethan ever get to sleep without his monster's
familiar, comforting snorts? And who could need Gabe more than
Ethan does? Gabe must have gone to Ethan's little sister's
room! She has been climbing out of bed every night to play, and
obviously needs a monster to help her get to sleep – but not
HIS monster! Ethan tries to help his sister find her own
monster, but none are the perfect blend of cute and creepy.
Just when it seems that Ethan will lose his monster forever, an
uninvited, tutu-toting little monster full of frightening fun
appears. Following in the spooky-silly tradition of I Need My
Monster, here's another irresistible monster-under-the-bed
story with the perfect balance of giggles and shivers.
Adelita Chronicle Books
Perform this Native American Cinderella tale.
Cinderella Skeleton Harper Collins
In this version of Cinderella set in Egypt in the sixth century B.C.,
Rhodopes, a slave girl, eventually comes to be chosen by the Pharaoh to
be his queen.

The Selfish Crocodile Disney Electronic Content
8x8 with audio based on Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
Yeh-Shen Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
‘Climo and Heller conflate several Korean variants of
Cinderella to offer up the story of Pear Blossom, a lovely
girl who is sorely mistreated by her nasty stepmother and
stepsister.… At once comfortingly familiar and intriguingly
exotic, the text is especially noteworthy for its instructive
but unobtrusive incorporation of Korean words.’—Publishers
Weekly. ‘Heller’s paintings are exotically lush and colorful
as well as engaging.… An agreeable retelling of the Cinderella
story.’ —BL. Notable 1994 Children's Trade Books in Social
Studies (NCSS/CBC)
Cinderella Harper Collins
It's time for the annual fun-fest in the old growth forest, and
this year the Bigfoot Prince is ready to choose his bride. He hopes
she will be just like him--a big, hairy, odoriferous nature lover.
Cindy Ellen Lothian Children's Books
Mufaro was a happy man. Everyone agreed that his two daughters were very
beautiful. Nyasha was kind and considerate as well as beautiful, but
everyone -- except Mufaro -- knew that Manyara was selfish, badtempered,
and spoiled. When the king decided to take a wife and invited "The Most
Worthy and Beautiful Daughters in the Land" to appear before him, Mufaro
declared proudly that only the king could choose between Nyasha and
Manyara. Manyara, of course, didn't agree, and set out to make certain
that she would be chosen. John Steptoe has created a memorable modem
fable of pride going before a fall, in keeping with the moral of the
folktale that was his inspiration. He has illustrated it with stunning
paintings that glow with the beauty, warmth, and internal vision of the
land and people of his ancestors.

Cinderella and the Bowling Slipper Penguin
Did you know that energy comes from the food you eat? From the
sun and wind? From fuel and heat? You get energy every time
you eat. You transfer energy to other things every time you
play baseball. In this book, you can find out all the ways you
and everyone on earth need energy to make things happen.
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Cloudette Penguin
All of the animals are afraid of the Selfish Crocodile - he never
let's them into his river, and he's always so snappy! And so when
the Selfish Crocodile finds himself in terrible pain, no-one wants
to help him - after all, what if he gobbles them up? But, to
everyone's surprise, there is one animal in the forest who is
willing to help . . . A brilliant tale of friendship, The Selfish
Crocodile has become a picture book classic.
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